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Abstract
English is one of the key subjects of basic education in many countries; more
and more students tend to learn English online. This paper takes middle
school English texts as the research object and proposes a method of English
test knowledge graph construction. Through acquiring the data, preprocessing the corpus, and designing feature vectors, this paper realizes to extract the
English knowledge points from the tests based on SVM model and construct
an English test knowledge graph. It is important to the standardization, automation and systematization of online education learning.
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1. Introduction
As a new normal of education, online education is changing the traditional
teaching mode. The number of online education users in China has reached 342
million in December 2020, what is more the number of mobile online education
users has reached 341 million. As an important part of computer-assisted instruction, online exercise practice system is one of the important areas of modern educational technology research.
Knowledge Graph is a knowledge carrier to describe things and their relationships in the real world. The application of knowledge graph in education is a
hot topic. Based on the knowledge of the course, the knowledge graph forms a
complete knowledge network graph through the dependence and association
characteristics of the knowledge. Focus on the mastery of knowledge in real
time, we can recommend the exercise corresponding to weak knowledge.
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The extraction of knowledge in questions is an important part of the implementation of the question selection system, which directly determines the degree
of system automation. This paper applies natural language processing technology to middle school English questions to complete the extraction of knowledge
in the questions. It is of great significance for the modernization and development of English education in junior high schools. To sum up, the main contributions of this paper are as follows.
1) After the corpus preprocessing is completed, this paper uses a supervised
feature-based SVM classification method to extract English knowledge.
2) Constructed the knowledge graph of English tests. Visually display the
knowledge graph of the constructed knowledge.

2. Related Works
So far in the field of education, there has been a lot of research on the test paper
generation algorithm in the test management system at home and abroad. In
composing test paper, some scholars use the method of fuzzy reasoning to design the level evaluation algorithm [1].
Some scholars define the learning situation of learners as a four-element
model. This algorithm can obtain the relationship between knowledge according
to the most recent learning information of learners, but it does not take the
overall situation and historical data of students into comprehensive consideration to make title recommendation [2]. In addition, Li Haiyan et al. proposed the
application of uncertain reasoning algorithm in student model by using concept
map model [3]. Furthermore, Yang Qinglin took the task of automatic test paper
generation as an objective optimization problem with restrictive conditions [4].
Using the genetic algorithm to generate test paper, which improves the coding
method and fitness function [5].
Although the above methods can make students practice the wrong questions
repeatedly, they don’t fully consider the overall learning situation of students
and pay attention to the knowledge behind the wrong questions.
In order to achieve information extraction on large data sets, many scholars
have introduced various machine learning algorithm, the most widely used one
is the support vector algorithm [6] [7]. As a branch of information extraction, in
relation to extraction tasks, people usually use feature vector-based methods and
introduce statistical methods [8]. Among the statistical methods based on feature vectors, the most classic are the maximum entropy model [9] and support
vector machines [10]. At the same time, as the key link of these methods, feature
vector construction, many methods have appeared.
Miller et al. adds multiple types of semantic information related to entity relationships, proposed a tree model of dependency syntax. Including lexical analysis results and syntactic analysis results and some language rules, these semantic
relationship features provide a basis for relationship extraction [11]. In addition,
Culotta and others constructed the kernel function based on the dependency
tree, and used it as the input of the machine learning algorithm [12].
DOI: 10.4236/jcc.2021.99007
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At present, there are two kinds of mainstream classification organization
structure. One is the one-to-k method. When K knowledge categories need to be
divided, only K classifiers need to be constructed. However, the effect of this
classifier is not good. When the individual classifier makes a wrong judgment, it
will seriously affect the overall judgment effect. Another common classifier is a
1-to-1 discrimination method. Similarly, when K knowledge need to be divided,
the number of classifications that need to be constructed can reached K(K −
1)/2. When these judgments need to be compared, they need to be calculated as
a whole. That is K(K − 1)/2 judgment calculations. And then, by adding up the
weights, the knowledge with the highest accumulated score is the final category.
Although this method performs better than the former, the size of the classifier
increases dramatically with the increase of the number of knowledge. In the
knowledge extraction task, the applicability of this kind of method is insufficient.

3. Framework
The knowledge extraction framework for junior high school English text proposed in this article is shown in Figure 1.

4. Corpus Construction
There are two ways to generate corpus: English electronic documents provided
by schools and free exercise resources on the Internet.

4.1. Corpus from English Exercise
The corpus is stored in MS Word format, including English exercise stems, options and analysis. This paper designs and implements a set of English text analysis tools. Extracting the question type, question stem, options, correct answer,
and question analysis, formatted and stored in the local database (Figure 2).
Under the question number, the stem and option content can be extracted
respectively, and the standard answer value can be extracted from the reference

Figure 1. The framework for knowledge extraction.
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Figure 2. Schematic diagram of electronic document structured information analysis.

answer. Finally, obtain the analysis content and difficulty value from the answer
analysis, which is saved in the database in structured form. This paper uses the
open source POI toolkit to achieve extraction, writes a batch program to parse
MSWord files, and uses regular expressions to parse out the key information in
the text. The key matching rules are described in Table 1.

4.2. Data Extraction
In order to expand the scale of the knowledge graph and adaptively update it,
this article first selects 7 websites with abundant free question corpus resources
as the source of expanded knowledge graph data. Firstly, getting the text through
the web crawler tool, analyze the HTML page of the topic in the website and extract the structured data of the junior high school English texts. Then save the
configuration information in a file through json format. Using jsoup open
source package to parse the HTML code on the page, different website configurations have different templates. Finally, the title and part of the title attribute
data are extracted.
This article first uses Mongodb as the storage medium for the extraction results, and then associates them with the graph database after analyzing the
knowledge information.

5. Preprocessing
The description of the structured information data is not completely enough to
be directly used for topic recommendation of knowledge graph. Therefore, we
need to further classify the topic attributes by knowledge. Before that, we need to
preprocess the corpus. In this paper, we use word level processing tools to preprocess the topic entity object, such as word segmentation, part of speech
DOI: 10.4236/jcc.2021.99007
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Table 1. Structured matching rules for text line questions.
Extract Content
Question Type
Question

Extraction Rule Description
Use the list of question types to obtain by comparing strings.
In two different categories, the question number is obtained by
matching the question number, such as “[0-9]*.”, and the content
between the two question numbers is used as the whole question.

Stem

Get the content between the question number and the options,
and remove the spaces.

Option

Get the content between option tags as an option and return it
in the form of a list.

Analysis

Match the question number, and then parse the tag according
to the answer to get the entire analysis content.

Question Difficulty

Get the value through the difficulty label behind “Analysis”.

tagging, and named entity recognition and so on. The Stanford CorenNLP word
segmentation tool is used for English texts, and the Hannlp tool is used for Chinese processing.
The first step of preprocessing is word segmentation. The corpus is manually
checked to ensure the accuracy of the next round of work. Characters are the
most basic unit of Chinese, and each character has an independent code. Single
characters form words and words form sentences, with a period as the ending
symbol. Unlike Chinese, the smallest unit of the English language is the word itself, and words are separated by spaces, so there is no need for word segmentation.
On the basis of word segmentation, it is also necessary to tag the words in the
title. In this paper, the Chinese language processing uses the “ICTPOS3.0 Chinese Part-of-Speech Tag Set” tag set of the Institute of Computing Technology of
the Chinese Academy of Sciences, and the “Penn Treebank” tagging system of
the University of Pennsylvania [13] is used for English processing. Lexical annotation refers to the part-of-speech markers that mark each word, such as nouns,
verbs, adjectives, etc. In order to ensure the accuracy of the corpus, manual
proofreading is also carried out in this paper.
The recognition of named entities plays a very important role in the recognition of topic attributes. This article mainly focuses on the names of people, places, and organizations, recognize the named entities in the question stem and
answer analysis respectively. Because the accuracy of entity relationship recognition is not high enough, this paper also uses manual proofreading.
Since the supervised SVM method is used as the knowledge classification algorithm, it is necessary to prepare a certain amount of topic data with classification labels as training corpus. According to the training corpus, part of the data
with knowledge labels is directly used as the label of the training corpus, but a
large number of corpora do not have knowledge labels, so manual intervention
is needed to label the classification labels. Example 1 is preprocessing results.
In this paper, the preprocessing adopts Stanford’s Core NLP program. ChiDOI: 10.4236/jcc.2021.99007
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nese adopts the hannlp word-level processing toolkit, and the labeling system
adopts the “ICTPOS3.0 Chinese Part-of-Speech Tag Set” labeling set, and the
answer is analyzed and labeled as Figure 3. Separate the original word from the
label by the “/” symbol.

6. Knowledge Extraction Based on the SVM Method
After the corpus preprocessing is completed, this paper needs to perform automatic topic knowledge extraction on a large corpus. In this paper, keyword features, combined features based on multi class word-level labeling and word labeling features around the correct option are respectively used in combination
with the features of middle school English texts and knowledge.
For some linearly indivisible sample data, SVM transforms the original sample
into a linearly divisible problem by mapping the original sample to a higher dimensional mapping space through the dimensional enhancement technique. At
the same time, in order to avoid the “curse of dimensionality” caused by the
rapid expansion of the computational scale due to dimensionality enhancement,
the kernel function method is introduced to keep the computational process in
the low-dimensional space. The extraction problem discussed in this paper is a
multi-classification problem.
SVM was first used to solve the binary classification problem, but knowledge
extraction is a complex multi classification problem, and the knowledge are divided into 10 categories according to the teaching requirements in this paper. In
this paper, a knowledge hierarchical classifier structure with fast track is
adopted.
This paper divides the whole hierarchical classifier into 4 layers. The first layer
is mainly used to classify the major categories according to the word knowledge,
phrase knowledge and sentence knowledge. Since the classification belongs to
the triple classification problem, the 1-to-1 combination is used in a single classifier so as to ensure the accuracy of the classification. The maximum depth of
the classifier is 4 layers, and the total number of classifiers using this combined
structure is only 11. While the number of classifiers constructed using the 1-to-1
approach alone would be 45. While greatly reducing the number of classifiers,
since each classifier has a different task, targeted feature vectors can be designed
according to the characteristics of the specific pre-classified category. It can
greatly reduce the difficulties caused by the need to select generic feature vectors.

Figure 3. Preprocessing result of analysis.
DOI: 10.4236/jcc.2021.99007
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At the same time, the fast-pass approach adopted in this paper can greatly increase the classification speed and improve the relevance of the classifier to a
certain extent.
In order to train the knowledge prediction model and test the model effect, we
manually label 3000 questions with knowledge labels, which are divided into ten
knowledge categories. They are verb phrase (vp.), noun (n.), adjective (adj.),
verb (v.), prepositional phrases (pp.), past simple passive (pasp.), present simple
passive (prsp.), attributive clause (ac.), adverb (adv.), and preposition (prep.).
And 2000 of the questions are used as the training data and the remaining
1000 are used as the test data. In order to reduce the impact of errors on the prediction results, the radial basis function (RBF) is used as the kernel function
method in this paper, and the experimental results are shown in Figure 4.
The P value represents the precision. The R value represents the recall. The F1
value represents the summed average of the correct and recalls rates. P, R and F1
are used to measure the performance of the classifier. The above experimental
results show that SVM-based knowledge extraction of middle school English
texts has a certain effect.
The Precision values of knowledge extraction in noun and in present simple
passive are 76.09%, 74.68%. The highest value of Precision is 76.09% for nouns.
The F1 values of knowledge extraction in present simple passive, in noun, and in
adjective are 83.1%, 70.95%, 67.68%. The highest value of F1 is 83.1% for present
simple passive. The average value of P, R, F1 is 65.54%, 65.11%, 65.07%.
It can be seen that noun extraction and passive voice extraction are more effective, which is considered to be due to the obvious features of this type of
questions. The knowledge graph shows the relationship between the preposition
knowledge graph and different texts, Different colors represent different texts.

7. Construction of English Test Knowledge Graph
This paper uses the topic knowledge extraction method proposed in this article
to classify the topics into 10 main knowledge categories. Take preposition
knowledge as an example. The topic exists in the form of a knowledge graph as
shown in Figure 5.

Figure 4. Result of the extraction.
DOI: 10.4236/jcc.2021.99007
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Figure 5. Preposition points knowledge graph.

8. Conclusion
In this paper, we take English texts in junior high school as the research object,
introduce the method of collecting topic data, and adopt natural language
processing techniques to pre-process the corpus. Then feature vectors are designed by combining the features of English texts and knowledge, and a hierarchical SVM knowledge classifier is designed to classify the knowledge so as to
automatically obtain the knowledge information in the topics. The experiments
show that SVM-based knowledge extraction of middle school English texts has
certain effect, and it has a certain effect on the construction of English knowledge graphs.
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